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Abstract 

This paper analyzes the behavior of a competitive risk-averse firm that has to choose the optimal 
level of labor and preventive safety measures. If the firm's injury function includes a random com- 
ponent, then the firm is characterized by a lower demand for labor and by a higher demand for 
safety measures with respect to a firm whose injury risk is completely under its control. The com- 
parative statics show that shifts in the parameters of the risk distribution will have effects that 
depend on the absolute risk-aversion functions. The introduction of safety standards will prompt 
a reduction in the demand for labor while a tightening of the compensation system will have am- 
biguous effects on the demand for the two inputs. 
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1. Introduction 

In a recent issue of this journal, a paper by Thierry Schneider discussed the labor- 
hoarding strategies and the demand for preventive safety measures of a risk-neu- 
tral firm that runs a risky production process. The interesting result that emerged 
from that paper was that a firm will not always react to increases in the cost of 
workers' compensation by purchasing more safety measures in equilibrium. 

The issue of the firm's response to changes in regulatory policies is crucial to 
the success of regulations in the area of health and safety at work. Legislated 
injury benefits (either fixed according to the occupational risk class or partially 
experience-rated) together with safety standards are to date the two most common 
forms of government intervention. The economic literature on these issues, how- 
ever, which has been mainly empirically orientated, has failed to identify unam- 
biguously whether these regulatory devices achieve a significant reduction in ac- 
cident rates without inflicting excessive compliance costs on firms. 

Models like those of Elder [1985] and Sider [1983], which have analyzed the 
firm's production decision and factor choice using a deterministic framework, 
have concluded that the effect of either the introduction of safety standards or an 
increase in the cost of injury compensation for the firm is to lead to a reduction 
in the level of firm's activity through a contraction in their demand for labor. 

As for the effect of safety standards on accident rates, while the results of some 
empirical studies--for instance, Viscusi [1986]--point out that safety regulations 
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do achieve a reduction in accident rates, other studies, such as Bartel and Thomas 
[1985], have found that this effect is insignificant while the indirect costs imposed 
by safety legislation are high. 

The performance of legislated injury benefits, on the other hand, may be more 
difficult to assess when it is explicitly recognized that accidents are jointly deter- 
mined by the firm and the worker--the latter contributing through varying levels 
of care. The introduction of legislated injury benefits increases the costs of acci- 
dents for the firm and thus increases the incentive to purchase safety measures, 
but it also can induce a risk-taking behavior of the worker if it reduces the oppor- 
tunity cost of injuries. This offsetting effect is one of the possible outcomes pre- 
dicted in the model by Rea [1981], and some proof of it is empirically found in 
Butler and Worral [1983] and in Dionne and St-Michel [1991]. 

The importance of industrial safety policies requires that the issue of the firm's 
choice of preventive safety measures in a regulated environment be the object of 
an in-depth theoretical analysis. This analysis should address the robustness of 
the outcome of the firm's decision making under a larger variety of circumstances 
than those considered so far in the literature. 

We think that one extension of the analysis that is of potential policy relevance 
is the hypothesis of risk aversion of the firm. The aim of this paper is therefore to 
allow for an expected utility maximizing competitive firm that runs a risky pro- 
duction process and seeks the optimal amount of inputs--that is, of labor and 
preventive measures. 

This formulation allows us to view the model by Schneider [1992], which as- 
sumes risk neutrality, as a special case. The analysis that follows assesses the 
robustness of the results obtained in that model across different attitudes to risk, 
while at the same time adding new refinements to it. Although it can be argued 
that risk aversion is unlikely for a firm whose shareholders can diversify the risk 
in a portfolio of assets, it is nevertheless true that safety and injuries are a major 
problem for small firms with single owners and nondiversified assets. At any rate, 
the assumption of risk aversion has--at least since Sandmo [1971]---long tradi- 
tions in the theory of the firm. 

I proceed in two steps. First, I identify the differences (if any) between the 
behavior of a firm with a deterministic accident risk function (henceforward the 
certainty firm) and the behavior of a firm with a stochastic accident function. In 
the first instance, it is assumed that the firm has full control of the hazardousness 
it produces; in the second case, a random component, independent of the firm's 
behavior, is added to the deterministic part. 

Then I carry out a series of comparative static exercises to identify 

1. The effects of shifts in the parameters of the accident risk distribution on the 
firm's choice of input levels (this exercise allows us to check, for instance, 
whether a change in technology that reduces the firm's control of the accident 
risk induces a shift from one input to another or reduces the investment in 
safety); 
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2. The effects of increasing the cost of injury compensation on the choice of pre- 
ventive safety measures and the demand for labor; 

3. The effect of tightening safety standards on the demand for labor (compliance 
with the standards is assumed); 

4. The results under some form of experience rating of the cost of injury protec- 
tion compared with those obtained in the case in which no experience rating 
exists. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the accident risk func- 
tion, while Section 3 presents the model. The comparative statics analysis is car- 
ried out in Section 4, and a brief discussion of the effects of experience rating can 
be found in Section 5. The paper concludes with a discussion of the policy impli- 
cations of the results obtained. 

2. The accident risk function 

The hazardousness of a firm may have a random component due to three main 
factors: 

1. For some industries, natural events not predictable by the firm (such as 
weather conditions or natural disasters) are beyond the firm's control and thus 
represent a random component of the accident risk. 

2. Workers' behavior may influence the determination of accident risk. This 
amounts to assuming either or both of the following: (1) the worker takes ac- 
cident-avoiding precautions, but there is a chance that he might make a mis- 
take, so the specification of a stochastic accident risk as random could account 
for the influence of human error in accidents; (2) workers increase ther isk  of 
accidents if they do not take safety precautions. If the level of care taken by 
workers in accident prevention is not observable by the f i rm--or  if monitoring 
is too costly--workers '  care is a random element to the firm. Hence, the intro- 
duction of a random disturbance in the accident function accounts for the in- 
fluence of the heterogeneity of the workforce on the number of accidents. 1 

3. There might be a random element in the occurrence of injuries due to poor 
machine design. Technical reports show that for some sectors, such as the con- 
struction industry, the distribution of accidents can be only partially affected 
by safety measures. Similarly, some accidents due to machinery handling have 
been shown to depend not so much on machine poor maintenance but rather 
on unpredictable machinery failure. 

The three factors listed above give rise to a probability distribution of accident 
rates that is conditional on the safety measures undertaken by the firm. We as- 
sume that this probability distribution is known to the firm. 
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The uncertainty thus generated has to be accounted for both by a firm that has 
to decide on the optimal amount of accident-risk-reducing measures and that pays 
compensation for injuries and also by the regulator who has to monitor the firm's 
safety behavior. Exact observability of the firm's safety measures might be in 
general costly to achieve, but lack of a deterministic relation between safety and 
accident rates makes it difficult to infer safety measures from accident rates. 2 

Define/ i  as the number of injuries of a given kind for each worker employed 
by the firm in each given period, such as the year . / ]  is a random variable deter- 
mined by the amount of safety measures undertaken by the firm, S, and by a 
random disturbance, e, which enters the function in a multiplicative fashion. The 
amount of safety measures purchased by the firm can be considered--using a 
well-known terminology--as the level of self-protection adopted by the firm, 
given that safety measures can reduce the probability of injury. 

A = A(S)(1 + e) 

OA/OS "~ 0 02A/OS 2 > 0 

(1) 

The random disturbance e has p.d.f, f(e), zero mean, E(e) = 0, and finite vari- 
ance, o~(e). We also assume that e lies in the interval ( - 1, + 1). This specification 
of the injury function implies that the firm can influence, through safety invest- 
ment, both the expected value and the spread of the risk distribution. 3 With re- 
spect to points 2 and 3 above, this implies that the effects of workers' errors and 
carelessness and of faults in the design of safety machinery are not separated from 
safety measures undertaken by the firm. Although the firm cannot determine the 
exact injury risk, nevertheless it can influence the moments of the injury risk 
distribution by expanding safety investment. 

I assume that accidents affect only the firm's cost equation because the risky 
firm faces ex post accident costs for each worker injured and positive wage dif- 
ferentials with respect to the risk-free sector of the economy. If the number of 
accidents has a random component, accident and labor costs become random as 
well. 

It is also possible to assume that accidents enter the production function di- 
rectly besides affecting the firm's costs. In this case the effective output, Q, de- 
pends on the injury rate, and therefore output is itself a random variable. This 
model, however, presents ambiguous results that are difficult to interpret. I there- 
fore restrict the analysis to the model with uncertainty in the cost equation. 

3. The model 

In this section I examine the behavior of a utility maximizing firm that runs a 
risky production process and that operates in a perfectly competitive market for 
inputs and output. Accidents are defined as the occurrence of any dangerous 
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event that causes an injury to a member of the workforce. All accidents are sup- 
posed to be of equal severity. 

The firm faces positive wage differentials with respect to the risk-free sector of 
the economy: that is, it is assumed that the number of injuries per worker affects 
the wage bargaining process between the firm and the workers. Since wages are 
bargained before the actual number of accidents takes place, it is also assumed 
that the wage rate depends on the expected injury rate. The wage function of the 
firm operating in a representative risky sector of the economy is thus co(E(~i)). 

Since the expected injury risk is determined only by the firm's safety invest- 
ment--E(~i) = A(S)--the wage function is not affected by the random component 
e. Let COo be the wage rate if the injury function were deterministic. Then co(E(Li)) 
= 0)0 .4 

In addition to paying compensating wage differentials, the firm pays accident 
costs after accidents have taken place to compensate the workers for any loss 
they suffer, so that the total compensation bill depends on the realized accident 
toll. We assume that the firm pays a benefit equal to c for every injured worker. 5 

As already mentioned, I study how the firm's purchase of safety inputs and 
labor vary when the accident risk function has a random element. Next, I look at 
how these purchases are affected by an increase in the mean and in the variability 
of the accident risk and in the parameters of the wage and compensation costs. 
To keep the analysis simple, I assume that the only control variable to enter the 
injury risk function is the firm's preventive safety measures. 

Assume the firm has a Von Neumann-Morgestern utility function and maxi- 
mizes the expected utility of wealth by choosing the optimal amounts of labor and 
safety measures, which we denote by L* and S*, respectively. 6 The analysis ap- 
plies to a given period of time, such as the year: 

Max E(U(W)) (2) 
L,S>~O 

The firm's wealth equation is 

W = Wo + p Q ( L )  - co(E(fU)L - s S  - c A L  (3) 

where 

W0 = initial level of wealth, 
Q ( L )  = a well-behaved production function, 
L = labor employed, 
S = preventive safety inputs, 
w(E(.~i)) = wage function fixed before the realization of the random variable A, 

with 0)' > 0, 
s = price of a unit of safety inputs, 
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c = cost of  ex-post compensation per accident,  and 
p = price of  the market  output. 

The initial level of  wealth, W0, is assumed to be constant.  Since Q is concave and 
total costs are convex in the labor price, so that an expansion in the amount  of  
labor used (and hence in the volume of  output produced) increases the marginal 
cost of producing Q, uncertainty combined with risk aversion should lead to de- 
creased output.  

For  a risk-averse firm, the first-order conditions for a maximum are 

(pQt - %)E[U'(W)] = E[U'(W)cA] (4) 

( -  Co'oAsL - s)E[U'(W)] = E[U'(W)cAs(e + 1)L] = O, (5) 

where As denotes the first derivative of  the accident function with respect  to pre- 
ventive safety measures.  Using simple manipulations, we are now able to prove 
two results: 

Proposition 1. Under uncertainty concerning wage and accident costs, the risk- 
averse f irm demands a lower amount  o f  labor than a f irm whose accident funct ion 
is deterministic, as in the standard analysis o f  a risk-averse f irm behavior. 

Proof." Rewrite (4) as 

(PQL - % - cA(S)) = 
Cov[U'(W), cA] 

E[U'(W)] 
(6) 

With risk-aversion, U'(W) is decreasing in W. W, in turn is decreasing in cA. Thus,  
the covariance term on the right side is positive, and it must be 

PQL - 600 - cA(S) > O. (7) 

Noting that under a deterministic injury function, the firm optimal amount  of  la- 
bor  is determined by PQL = % + cA(S), it follows that under uncertainty con- 
cerning wage and accident costs, the risk-averse firm demands a lower amount  of  
labor. �9 

Proposition 2. Under uncertainty, the risk-averse f i rm selects a higher safety per 
worker ratio, compared to a f irm with a deterministic accident function. 

Proof." The proof  follows that of  proposition 1. Rewriting (5) as 

Cov[U'(W), cAseL] 
( -  Og'oAsL - s - casL) = (8) 

E[U'(W)] 
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and noting that the covariance is negative, comparison with the FOC under a 
deterministic accident function 

- (Wo' + c )AsL  - s = 0 (9) 

proves that the risk-averse firm will demand a greater amount of safety measures 
than the firm with a deterministic injury risk. �9 

It follows trivially that since U"(W) = 0 under risk neutrality, the behavior of 
the risk-neutral firm coincides with the behavior of the firm operating with a de- 
terministic injury function. At the optimum, therefore, the risk-averse firm is 
characterized by a higher safety per worker ratio than the risk-neutral firm. If this 
is true, one would expect to find that industries whose accident rate is known to 
be partially determined by noncontrollable variables (such as weather conditions 
or workers' on-the-job errors) have a higher safety per worker ratio than indus- 
tries in the same risk class and whose accident function is closer to the determin- 
istic one, subject to the assumption that these firms are risk averse. A shift in the 
technology of production or in the technology of abatement that reduces the firms' 
control on the accident risk function will thus affect the input decision of a risk- 
averse firm but not of a risk-neutral one. 

The results of this section show that, as in many other cases, uncertainty cor- 
responds to an extra cost of foregoing safety investment: the random disturbance 
e may lead to a realized number of accidents higher than that expected. As such, 
it increases the incentive to purchase safety measures. In addition, the existence 
of random compensation costs reduces the amount of labor employed, thus lead- 
ing to a lower level of productive activity. 

4. Comparative statics 

4.1. C o m p a r a t i v e  s ta t i cs  o f  the  m o d e l  with r e spec t  to the  m o m e n t s  o f  the  
d is tr ibut ion  o f  e 

We turn now to investigate the effects of an increase in the expected value of the 
accident function and the effects of an increase in the variability of e. To do this, 
we carry out a comparative static exercise, totally differentiating the first order 
conditions and adopting the procedure found in Sandmo [1971] to identify (1) the 
effects of a bodily rightward shift of the distribution of e, without changing its 
spread; (2) the effects of a mean-preserving increase in the spread of the distri- 
bution of e--that is, a S a n d m o  increase  in risk. 

We endeavor to identify conditions under which the direction of the change in 
the equilibrium demand for labor and preventive safety--L* and S*--can be pre- 
determined according to the general type of utility function under analysis. When- 
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ever the results using multiplicative risk are ambiguous, we refer to the results 
that can be obtained in a simpler formulation in which the random variable e is an 
additive disturbance to the deterministic component A(S) .  

We start by rewriting the accident function A according to the methodology 
first introduced by Sandmo. Define 

A* = ?f [A(S)(I  + e)] + [3 (10) 

if ~ = 1 and fi = 0 this function is the one considered earlier in the model. An 
increase in fi accounts for an increase in the mean of the distribution of A, so that 
the sign of the derivatives OL*/Ofi and aS*/Ofi gives information on the effect of an 
increase in the mean of the injury rate distribution on the optimal amount of labor 
and of safety, respectively. The investigation of the effects of an increase in the 
mean of A is relevant, since an increase in the mean of A determines an increase 
in the wage rate paid, co(E(A)), and in the expected compensation bill paid, 
cE(fit)L, and hence, a fall in expected wealth. 

The change in the optimal amounts of labor and safety, respectively, is given by 

OL*/O[3 = ( 1 / D ) [ -  UL[3Uss + Us[3ULs] (11) 

~S*/Ofi = (1 /D)[--Usf iULL + USLULfi], (12) 

where D is the determinant of the matrix of second-order derivatives, which is 
positive if the second-order conditions are satisfied. The Uij terms (i = L,  S ; j  = 
L, S,/3) are derivatives of the first-order conditions. Details of the derivations can 
be found in the mathematical appendix. 

For utility functions characterised by constant absolute risk-aversion, R a ( W )  
= - U" (W) /U ' (W)  = a, and if the wage function is linear, the term Usfi = O. 
Thus, the change in the mean of the injury rate does not alter the marginal utility 
of a unit of safety investment. At the same time, given that Urfi  is negative, the 
increase in the mean of A increases the marginal cost of injury compensation per 
worker by (oi0 + c). It follows that the effect of an exogenous increase in the 
mean of the risk distribution is a reduction in both the demand for labor and for 
safety measures, so that (11) and (12) have a negative sign. 

With CARA, but strictly convex wages, the effect of a change in the expected 
value of the distribution is ambiguous. One of the effects of the increase in the 
mean is now to increase the utility of an extra unit of safety by an amount that 
depends on the magnitude by which total wage costs will be reduced by the pur- 
chase of an extra unit of safety measures, tg~4sL. According to the value of 
a;o(A(S)), it might be rational for the firm to increase or decrease the optimal 
amount of labor and safety measures. 
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Under decreasil~g absolute risk aversion, the marginal increase in the cost of 
the compensation package (co' + c) is reinforced by a term with the same sign 
that depends on the absolute risk-aversion function, so that UL/3 is again positive. 
This joint effect tends to reduce the amount of labor and safety employed at the 
optimum. It is, however, counterbalanced by the positive sign of Us~3. As a con- 
sequence of an increase in the expected injury rate, wealth falls, and the marginal 
utility of an extra unit of safety rises. Since the firm is able to counteract the 
exogenous increase in/3 by investing in safety, this effect pushes in the direction 
of an expansion of the equilibrium amount of safety. Which of the two effects 
prevails will, of course, depend on the relative magnitudes of UL/3 and Us~3. 

It is straightforward to check using the derivations in the mathematical appen- 
dix that if uncertainty entered the risk function A in an additive fashion (that is, 
if the firm was able to control the expected value of the injury distribution but not 
its spread), the result that would obtain is that linear wages (co" = 0) would be a 
sufficient condition for OL/O/3 < 0 and 0S/~/3 < 0, regardless of whether the abso- 
lute risk-aversion function is constant or decreasing. Therefore, the comparative 
static results hinge not only on the class of utility functions considered but also 
on the way uncertainty is defined. 

To identify the effects of an increase in the variability of the distribution of e 
we differentiate /3 with respect to 3" subject to the condition that 0/3/0 3" = 
-A(S)-- that  is, subject to the preservation of the same mean of the distribution 
of A. We evaluate the derivative at ~ = 1 and/3 = 0. 

Because the model is static, it is plausible to assume that the reservation wages 
of workers are not revised following changes in the spread of the distribution of 
injuries. The revision of workers' reservation wages should be considered if the 
model was a multiperiod one and learning occurred. 

OL*/O "d = ( I / D ) [ - U L ~  Uss) + (Us~ULs)] (13) 

0S*/,9 ~; = U/D)[(-ULLUs~Y) + (ULsUL~)] (14) 

In the mathematical appendix it is shown that if the risk-aversion function RA(W) 
is nonincreasing, UL3"< 0 and Us~> O. Hence, under multiplicative risk, the sign 
of (13) and (14) is ambiguous. However, if the disturbance e enters the injury risk 
function additively, then Us 3" = 0. It follows that the two expressions above are 
unambiguously negative. An increase in the spread of the distribution will cause 
a decrease in the amount of safety measures purchased by the firm and also in the 
optimal level of labor. The explanation for this behavior lies in the additive spec- 
ification of the accident risk function A, which implies that the firm cannot undo 
the effects of the increase in the spread of the injury rate by increasing safety 
expenditure. Once the firm chooses to reduce the equilibrium level of safety mea- 
sures, the increase in the wage and compensation bills will also determine a fall 
in the amount of labor employed. 
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4.2. O ther  c o m p a r a t i v e  s ta t ic  resul ts  

We investigate three more comparative static effects that are of some impor- 
tance--namely, the increase in the cost of injury compensation, c; the effect of 
imposition of safety standards mandated by law SR and such that SR >-- S*; and 
the increase in the price of the product marketed by the firm, p. 

The effect of the first exercise is to tighten the compensation system, for in- 
stance, following increasing public concern for the losses connected with injuries. 
The second gives the effect of fixing the level of safety measures exogenously. 
The third provides information on the effects of changes in economic conditions 
on the safety per employee ratio. 

Going back to our comparative static exercise, we find that in the case of a risk- 
averse firm, 

OL*/Oc = ( l / D ) [ ( - U L c U s s )  + UscUsL)] (15) 

OS*/Oc = ( 1 / D ) [ ( - U s c U L L )  + (ULSULC)]. (16) 

Since it can be shown that ULC < 0 and U s c >  0, the effect of an increase in the 
cost of protection has an ambiguous effect on the demand for labor and preventive 
safety measures, whereas one would expect the increase in c to lead to a fall in 
the demand for labor and an increase in the amount of safety equipment pur- 
chased. This counterintuitive result is explained by the fact that two opposite 
effects are at play. On the one hand, the increase in the cost of compensation 
raises the expected cost of a unit of labor and therefore enhances the incentive to 
purchase safety. On the other hand, the increase in the cost of compensation, by 
reducing the level of activity of the firm at the optimum (if L* falls), causes the 
safety per worker ratio to rise and thus reduces the need for expanding the in- 
vestment in safety equipment. These results confirm those obtained by Schneider 
[1992] for the case of a risk-neutral firm. 

While the effects of changes in the compensation system are not obvious, the 
introduction of regulations that fix the safety stock of the firm by law have the 
unambiguous effect of depressing the demand for labor of the firm. To simplify 
matters consider the case of a firm that complies with the mandated standards, 
so that S* = SR. A marginal increase in SR reduces L at the optimum: 

OL*/OSR = - (1/D)(OU/OLOSR) < O. (17) 

Turning to the effect of an increase in the price of the market output, p, we find 
that under constant absolute risk aversion, 

OL*/Op = ([DI) -1[( - -ULpUss)  + (UsLUsP)] > 0 (18) 

oS*/ap = ([DI)-~[ - ULLUSP) + (ULpUsL)  > O. (19) 
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The demand for labor and safety equipment increases following an increase in the 
price of the output marketed by the firm. This result accords with the pattern 
often observed in accident rates over time: although one might be tempted to think 
that increases in p, by stimulating production, increase the number of accidents, 
the rise in the injury rate (and therefore the fall in safety standards) is more often 
observed in periods of economic downturns. Under DARA results are ambiguous, 
and it cannot be ruled out that when p rises, safety standards fall. 

5. Experience rating in accident costs 

Let us now redefine total wealth as 

W = p Q ( L )  - woL - s S  - c(1 + OM))AL, (20) 

with O(A) > 0, O'(A) > 0, ~' (A)  > 0. The unit cost of injury compensation now 
increases with the realized number of accidents; it is experience rated according 
to the firm's own injury record. The maximization of the Von Neuman-Morges- 
tern utility function U(W) now yields FOCs: 

(PQL -- (-Oo)E[U'(W)] = E { U ' ( W ) [ c ( 1  + O(A))A]} (21) 

( -  w o ' A j L  - s )E[U ' (W)]  = 

= E { u ' ( w ) [ c ( O ' ( A ) A  + (1 + O(A)))As(1  + e)L]. (22) 

Comparing (21) and (22) with (4) and (5) shows that the firm that is experience 
rated employs less labor and purchases more safety equipment than the firm that 
is not experience rated. When compensation costs are positively related to the 
firm's accident rate, therefore, the firm does respond to the incentive of experi- 
ence rating by purchasing more safety equipment and not simply by reducing labor 
employed. If a greater proportion of accident costs are i n t e r n a l i z e d  by investing 
in safety measures, we should find that the response of the experience rated firm 
to an increase in c is smaller than that of the nonexperience-rated firm. This hy- 
pothesis cannot be shown mathematically given the ambiguous sign of the com- 
parative static exercise with respect to c. It has, however, received some empiri- 
cal support in the study by Ruser [1985], who finds that in the United States there 
was a smaller relationship between benefits and injuries in more experience-rated 
establishments. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper has presented a behavioral model illustrating the firm's choice of labor 
and of safety investment when the injury risk function has a random component. 
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The model is general enough to apply both to the case of risk-averse and risk- 
neutral firms, so that it has been possible to check whether different attitudes to 
risk give rise to different demands for the two inputs considered and to different 
responses to changes in the model's parameters. 

The model suggests that a hazardous firm whose utility function displays risk 
aversion has a lower demand for labor and a higher demand for safety measures 
than a risk-neutral firm. These results accord with those obtained in the cases in 
which uncertainty in general enters the firm's costs. Its interest, in our specific 
case, lies in the fact that safety measures are an extra and "special" input to the 
production process and thus uncertainty affects the firm's strategy concerning 
preventive action. 

If we consider the deterministic versus the random injury functions to be de- 
termined by different technologies of production or of risk abatement, our find- 
ings should lead to the (possibly) empirically observable fact that industries 
whose accident rate is known to be partially determined by noncontrollable vari- 
ables (such as weather conditions and workers' on-the-job errors) have a higher 
safety per worker ratio than industries in the same risk class and whose accident 
is deterministic. 

Worthy of notice, the comparative static exercise with respect to the cost of 
injury compensation shows that the effect of higher unit costs of compensation is 
ambiguous and depends on how much the marginal utility of extra safety is in- 
creased by the rise in the unit cost of compensation c. Thus, regulation through 
intervention in the compensation system may not always achieve its targets of an 
improvement in safety standards and thus a reduction in the accident rate. These 
results confirm those obtained by Schneider in the case of a risk-neutral firm and 
point out that workers' moral hazard is not the only explanation for the ambiguous 
effect of legislated injury compensation benefits. 

The introduction of experience rating in the compensation system, however, 
provides the firm with an incentive to adopt a higher ratio of safety per worker 
than the firm that is not experience rated, and therefore it represents a better 
alternative than an increase in the fixed compensation cost, c. 

Changes in the mean and spread of the injury rate that occur as a consequence 
of a change in the technology of production (or possibly as a consequence of 
changes in workers' care) have effects on the demand for labor and safety that 
depend on the way in which uncertainty is defined and on the class of utility 
function adopted. In general, firms with constant absolute risk aversion will re- 
duce their level of employment and safety investment as a consequence of a shift 
in the parameters of the injury distribution function. 

The general conclusion to be drawn from the results above is that without exact 
knowledge of the risk attitude of individual firms and of their "injury production 
function," A, it is difficult to predict their behavior as far as the provision of safety 
is concerned and hence to devise an optimal regulatory policy. The experience 
rating of compensation costs seems to be a way to induce the firm to undertake 
unambiguously more safety investment, but perfect experience rating is difficult 
to implement because of monitoring costs. 
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It should be noted that the above discussion relies on the exact knowledge of 
the technology of prevention--that is, of the rate at which the increase in safety 
measures reduces the accident rate. An interesting extension of the model could 
consider the possibility of random returns to injury abatement along the lines of 
Briys, Schlesinger, and Schulenburg [1991]. This would introduce an extra source 
of uncertainty that may alter the firm's behavior in directions different than those 
predicted by the model. 

Also, it would be interesting to investigate how the results of the model change 
when it is assumed that the firm insures compensation costs on the market. With 
such a formulation we could try to determine the optimal degree of insurance 
coverage. 

Finally, what does emerge unambiguously from the analysis is that a random- 
ized accident risk brings about a fall in the usage of labor. Hence, when uncer- 
tainty brings about an increase in the safety per worker ratio, it is always at the 
cost of a fall in production and a loss in profit. 7 The evaluation of these effects 
requires a welfare analysis that weighs the benefits to workers against the costs 
borne by the firms. 

Appendix 

a .  S e c o n d - o r d e r  c o n d i t i o n s  

Satisfaction of the second-order conditions requires that 

U L L  < O, U L L U S S  --  ( U L s )  2 > 0 

where 

U L L  = 0 2 E [ U ( W ) ] / O L  2 = E [ U " ( W ) ( W L )  2 + U'(W)pQLL] = 

= E { U t ( W ) [  - R A ( W )  WL2 + PQLL]} (A1) 

U s s  = O e E [ U ( W ) ] / O S  2 = E { U " ( W ) ( W s )  2 - U'(W)[co 'oAss  + w'~A~ + 

+ cAs~(e  + 1 ) ]L}  = 

= E { U ' ( W ) [ - R A ( W ) W s  2 - (ofoAss + Co'oA~ + cAss(C + 1) )L]} .  

(A2) 

In (A1) and (A2), R A ( W )  = --  U " ( W ) / U ' ( W )  denotes the Arrow-Pratt absolute 
risk-aversion index. 

If RA(W) is constant, the sign of (A1) and (A2) is determined by the sign of the 
second part of these expressions, which are negative, including sign. If RA(W) is 
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decreasing, E [ U ' ( W ) ( - R A ( W ) W s 2 ) ]  and E [ U ' ( W ) ( - R A ( W ) W L 2 ) ]  are negative as 
well, so that the sign of ULL and Uss is still negative. 

ULS = OeE[U(W)]/OLOS = E [ U " ( W ) ( W L W s )  

- U ' (W)(o) '  + c(1 + I~))A s] = E { U ' ( W ) [ - R A ( W ) W L W s  
- (o9' + c(1 + e ) )A , ] } .  (A3) 

Under CARA, the sign of ULS is that of - (w '  + c( + e ) )A~- - tha t  is, positive. 
Under DARA, ULS remains positive since U ' ( W ) W L W s  is decreasing in A and so 
is R A ( W ) .  

Satisfaction of the second-order conditions can be easily proved for the case of 
risk neutrality, but it is not easy to assess under risk aversion. With risk-neutral 
firms, 

ULLUSS -- (ULS) 2 = P Q L L E ( U ' ( W ) ) [ E ( U ' ( W ) ) W s s ]  - 

- { E [ U ' ( W ) ( W s  - s ) L - ' ] }  2. 
(A4) 

This will be positive if 

PQLL Wss  > [(Ws - s ) L - l ]  2. 

b. C o m p a r a t i v e  s ta t i c s  w i th  r e s p e c t  to the  m o m e n t s  o f  A 

Total differentiation of the first-order conditions with respect to/3 yields the sys- 
tem of equations: 

usL Ussj LaS*/a/3j = Us/3J' (AS) 

where 

uL/3 = -E{[U'(W)(o)o' + O] + [U"(W)Wacoo' + c)L]} = 
= - (Wo' + c ) E { U ' ( W ) [ I  - R A ( W ) W L L ] }  (A6) 

Us~3 = - E { [ U ' ( W ) ( w o " A s L ) ]  + [U"(W)Ws(wo '  + c)L]} = 
= - E{U'(W)[(COo"A~L) - R a ( W ) W s ( w o '  + c)L]}. (A7) 

As for (A1) and (A2), we can examine cases of absolute risk aversion as follows: 

1. If CARA applies, the sign of (A6) and (A7) is determined by their first term. 
Hence, under RA(W) constant UL/3 is negative, while Us~3 < 0 if the wage func- 
tion is strictly convex and Us~3 = 0 if the wage function is linear in the risk of 
injury. 
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2. If the utility function displays DARA, then, by the sign of the first derivative 
of R A ( W ) ,  UL/3 < 0 and Usfi > 0 (no matter whether the second derivative of 
the wage function is positive or zero). 

Application of Cramer's rule to the system of equations (A5) evaluated at 3" = 
1 and/3 = 0 yields equations (11) and (12) in the main text. 

Repetition of the same exercise to evaluate the effects of changes in the spread 
of the distribution, requires that we sign the following expressions: 

UL ~ = -- cA(S )E{U' (W)e[1  - RA(W)WLL]}  (A8) 

Us ~" = ( cA(S )L )E[RA(W)  U'(W)WsE.]. (A9) 

Under CARA, the sign of (A8) depends on the sign of the covariance between 
U'(W) and e, which is positive. Hence UL?f < 0. Similarly, since the covariance 
between the marginal utility of safety measures and the random variable e is pos- 
itive, U s ~ >  0 when RA(VO is constant. The same signs hold under DARA, since 
the marginal utility of labor is decreasing in e, and the marginal Utility of safety is 
increasing in e. 

c. O t h e r  c o m p a r a t i v e  s ta t ic  resul ts  

The cross-derivatives with respect to the cost of injury compensation, c, and the 
output price, p, can be signed as done with the expressions considered above: 

ULC = -- E [ U ' ( W ) A ]  + E [ R a ( W ) U ' ( W ) W L A L ]  < 0 (A10) 

Osc = - E [ U ' ( W ) A s ( e  + 1)L] + E [ R a ( W ) U ' ( W ) W s A L ]  > 0. (All) 

The signs of ULC and Usc  are those above, provided RA(W)  is nonincreasing. 
The cross-derivative with respect to the mandated safety standards, (OU/ 

OLOSR), is 

ULSr = -- E[U'(W)](o~' + c)As + E [ U " ( W ) W L W  s] > 0. (A12) 

Those with respect to output prices are 

ULp = QLE[U'(W)] + Q(L)E[U"(W)WL] = 

= E{U' (W)[QL - Q(L)RA(W)WL]}  (A13) 

Usp = E [ l f ' ( W ) W s Q ( L ) ]  = Q ( L ) E [ -  R A ( W ) U ' ( W ) W s ] .  (A14) 

IfRA(W) is constant, then ULp > 0 and Usp = 0. IfRA(W) is decreasing, the sign 
of (A13) stays positive, while (A14) is negative. 
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Notes 

1. This assumes ,  however, that the firm has no guess as of the possible value of workers '  care. 
This treatment can be considered as alternative to one in which the firm can affect workers '  
behavior by providing incentives or penalties. Also, I assume that workers '  care is not depen- 
dent on f irm's safety measures.  

2. The problem is, in some sense, analytically akin to that of nonpoint pollution control under  
uncertainty. In that case, monitoring of individual polluters is difficult due to the nonlocalized 
nature of the emissions (take acid rains as an example), even in a world of certainty. In addition, 
inference of pollution control measures  undertaken based on ambient pollution levels can be 
misleading due to the random distribution of pollution levels. 

3. An additive version of the risk function 

A = A(S)  + e 

was also used in a preliminary version of the model. This version will provide a useful compar- 
ison with the multiplicative risk function whenever the results from the latter are ambiguous. 

4. From the assumption that any risky firm pays compensating wage differentials, it follows that 
OJo > WRF, where WRF is the wage paid in the risk-free sector of the economy. 

5. It is assumed that the firm operates in a system similar to workers '  compensat ion in the United 
States. The firm pays a benefit equal to c for each injury that takes place and in exchange the 
worker foregoes the right to sue the firm in court. The benefit c can be mandated by law. Our 
model assumes  that the firm does not insure the expected cost of injuries on the market.  

6. Since the model is static, productive capital can be considered as given. A previous version of 
the model incorporating capital as well as labor in the production function Q, showed that the 
demand for capital behaves exactly as the demand for labor. 

7. At the aggregate level, the fall in the demand for labor affects workers as a group and may 
represent an extra cost of the regulation. 
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